Your copy needs to
be light, chatty &
easy-to-read...
Because let's face it, no-one settles down
with a cuppa to get stuck in to some of
that 'branded content' they've heard so
much about...

Not when there's so many more interesting things jostling for
their attention in their inboxes and newsfeeds...
That's why as a DIY copywriter, your words have got to look
and sound as conversational as possible, or no-one will
bother.
The problem is, writing 'like you speak', is sometimes easier
said than done.

Inside this guide I'm sharing some of my top copywriting
tweaks, tips and techniques for transforming boring, jargony,
lifeless stodge, into that 'just having a chat over tea and
fridge cake' kinda copy, that your ideal customer really
wants to read.
Ready to dive in?
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"Write like you talk...but better.'"

~Brian C. Clarke

WARNING!
You're about to read some stuff that would probably make your old
English teacher's jowls wobble...

But hey, everyone loves a rebel...

1. Short words
(leave the big ones to your bank manager)
It's tempting to use big, more 'grown-up' or formal words when
you're writing. But actually in copy, short is always best.
For a start, it makes you sound more like a real person (instead of
a corporate robot), and secondly, since most copy is skim-read,
shorter and simpler words make it easier for your reader to quickly
understand what you're saying.
DO THIS: Make a habit of combing your copy for 'big words' -if you
wouldn't use it in a normal conversation, swap it for a word you
would.
Here are some handy little swaps to give you the idea:
Assist...
Acquire/obtain...
Expires...
Regarding...
Finalise....

help
get
ends
about
finish, complete,
settle

Indicate....
Purchase...
Utilise...
Superior...
Select...

show, tell, say
Buy
use
best
pick
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2. Clear over Clever
Murder your darlings...
The question isn't "can my copy be understood?" it's...
"could my copy be mis-understood?"

Murdering your darlings is all about getting rid of those clever puns,
fancy words and poetic language that look pretty or impressive,
but actually mask your message, make your meaning ambiguous,
and leave your copy open to misinterpretation. Strip out the pretty
stuff and your copy will nearly always be more powerful for it.

3. Don't, won't, can't...
Use contractions!

You do not speak like this in real life. If you would normally use a
contraction when speaking, use it in your copy!
Here are some examples:
Do not...
Will not...
You are...
You would...

Don't
Won't
You're
You'd

4. Conjunctions!
And just so you know, you CAN start a sentence with one.
(just like I did there)

Remember those little connector words: ''and', 'but', 'so,' 'for' etc, that
you were told should never be used at the beginning of a sentence?
Well in copy, you can and you should...
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Here's why:
It says to your reader "real person here!" because we start
sentences with conjunctions in speech all the time.
But it also helps break up otherwise overly long sentences, adds a
nice natural rhythm to your words, and is an easy way to connect
one thought to another.
Don't do it too much though, or you'll sound like you've had one too
many espressos...

5. Prepositions...
End your sentences with them
This is something DIYers often get their knickers in a twist about
Because if you follow the rule book. you end up sounding... well, a
bit stuffy and old-fashioned. Like this:
"She's the kind of woman with whom you'd like to
work..."
or
"For what are you doing this?"

So be normal, and be a rule breaker. Like this:
"She's the kind of woman you'd like to work with."

and
"What are you doing this for?"
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6. don't forget brackets
(they're great for saying things under your breath)
And they're also a handy way to break up a long sentence, or to
draw attention to a secondary (but relevant) point.

7. Sentence fragments
It looks like a sentence, but it's not. Like this.

You can use them to create rhythm to your copy (which makes it
much more pleasant to read). And it also can add a bit of drama.

8. Trail off...
Gotta a love a 'dot, dot, dot' (AKA ellipses)

It's a great little technique to entice them to read on...

9. Write long, then cut
Why waste time saying something in as many as 20
words when you can just as easily say it in three. Like:
Less is more

Copy's a bit like a fruit tree - give it a healthy prune and it grows
even stronger. That's because too many unnecessary words dilute
your message. So get into the habit of spotting unnecessary words
and phrases and cutting them. Read on to find out out how:
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HOW TO CUT WORDY COPY
Once you've written your first draft, and always before you press
post, publish or send on your final one, go back over your copy,
look for, and delete:
1. Unnecessary adverbs
(Where you add words like 'very' or 'really' because you REALLY
want to stress something)
for example write 'to save you time" instead of 'to really save you
time'.
Same goes for "A very wise way to invest", which is much more
potent when written, "A wise way to invest."
2. Excessive adjectives
(Where you add a second describing word that means the same
thing)
For example, "dull and boring" should just be "boring", and "the one
and only" is more powerful when you say "the only".
Also, beware of cliches like 'bouncing babies', and 'roaring fires'.
Ugh.
3.Padding!
Where you use 10 words when 5 would do. Check out the
examples below:
Whether or not...
Whether
free gift...
gift
simple and easy to use... simple to use
on an annual basis...
yearly
can help you...
helps you
your own home...
your home
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10. Make it easy on the eye
It's not just about the words you use...
How you lay them out matters as well.
Using formatting to break up your copy into chunks and sections
makes it less intimidating to read.
Italics help you stress a certain word. Bold makes important things
stand out, and CAPS MAKES YOU SOUND LIKE YOU'RE SHOUTING!
Don't forget about:
Underlines
coloured type
fake handwriting

bullets
arrows
emojis
(if your audience uses them)

If in doubt, speak it out!
Still not sure if it's conversational enough? Then read it out
loud, and any words or sentences you stumble over, or sound
weird, or just jar, need to be deleted, rephrased or rewritten.
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Hey! I'm Cate
Usually found tinkering around with words,
unearthing good stories, drinking tea, and helping
women in business write better copy & content.

I teach entrepreneurs how to
sell their genius through words
and stories
And it's the best job in the world.
Because there are so many women out there, with clever brains,
kind hearts and so much goodness to offer...
that nobody's ever heard of.
But when they find their voice... oh the things they can do!
How can I help you further with your copy and storytelling?
www.catebutlerross.com

@catebutlerross
See you on social?
Share your copy journey with me but
tagging me on your fave platform

